I. INTRODUCTION
Software Defined Networks (SDN) has become one of the most popular topics in computer networks in last several years. There are lots version of definitions for SDN, Open Networking Foundation (ONF) proposed that SDN is an "emerging network architecture where network control is decoupled from forwarding and is directly programmable" [1] . In traditional networks, network functions were imbedded into networking elements like hub, switch and router, which causes difficulties for network equipment upgrade, and also constrains innovations. Things changed as SDN deprives control and routing functions from switch/route devices [2] . SDN is an architecture composed by data layer, control layer and application layer. Control layer provides a relatively centralized control to switch/route devices through Openflow protocol, or some other southbound APIs. Data layer forwards traffic flow according to created flow tables and route tables. Application layer fulfils user requires through programming on control layer with its northbound API.
SDN paradigm could run on a diversity of switch/route devices, where different equipment and links have different Manuscript capability. Queues will form in output interface of these equipment if traffic congested. In real world traffic profile traffic summits in particular time, which is called "network tide", in research and education traffic profile heavy traffic may happen if there are a chunk of data transmitted. It might also happen that flows converges on one switch downlink port. In these scenario traffic flow will queue in output interface, or drop some packets if buffer runs out. There comes a question to provide Quality of Service (QoS), which is how to decide the depth of queue and how many queues are needed. One answer may be that to queue all received packets, this will consume large chunk of silicon memory which overheads more energy, on the other hand more memory may also can"t accommodate high speed traffic bursts. If queues are too short, output interface can"t accommodate burst neither converged traffic. For TCP packets handshake and confirmation are need, dropped packets will deteriorate network performance. Traffic control and QoS provides guaranteed service to customers by allocating bandwidth and buffer size, or decline a traffic otherwise. B. Hubert [3] and Martin A. Brown [4] provides handbook on network routing and traffic control. N. Beheshti etc. [5] carried out an experiment on effects of buffer size in router performance. Network Calculus [6] is a theoretical tool which provides delay analysis or buffer size analysis for a fixed topology. With service curve model and arriving curve model in Network Calculus, a delay bound to a traffic could get when it goes through a network node. When service curve provided in a traffic path, overall delay bound could also obtain in IntServ (Integrated Service) QoS. A simulation could be set on Mininet to test these analysis. Mininet, as one popular SDN simulation environment, provides well documented tutorials on setting up simulation and modifying route tables [7] .
In this article, we will work on analysis modules based on Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) for SDN packet delay. These models will be created and this module will be taken into packet delay analysis in a fixed topology. Based on DNC, a queue analysis module will also be created for Openflow enabled Open Virtual Switch (OVS). This article will be organized in this way, section I gives an introduction of research background and motivation. In section II will give a basic introduction of DNC and SDN DNC model will be created. Section III will provide a service curve for a fixed topology SDN network and will provide a delay analysis for a ping traffic. An arrival curve for a ping traffic is also provided in this section. Section IV runs a simulation on Mininet with OVS and a remote controller. Then comes a comparison between simulation results and DNC results.
Simulation results show that DNC models are conformant with Mininet simulations. Conclusions come in Section V. 
II. DNC MODEL OF HIERARCHICAL TOKEN BUCKET QUEUE DISCIPLINE
Network calculus is a mathematical tool for network analysis based on minimum plus algebra [8] , maximum plus algebra [9] and also matrix [10] . Network calculus is classified into deterministic network calculus (DNC) and stochastic network calculus (SNC). DNC analyses traffic flow delay bound and network node"s buffer size for a guaranteed performance, while on the other hand, SNC [11] provides a delay bound or buffer size with which a percentage possibility service guarantee would be provided to a traffic. This paper takes maximum plus algebra DNC. Two key issues in DNC are how to characterize arriving curve and service curve. Arriving curve is utilized to characterize traffic flow"s arriving behavior while service curve is utilized to characterize network elements" ability to provide service for traffic flow. Horizontal distance limit between arriving curve and service curve are data packet delay in this network element. Vertical distance limit between them are buffer size need to provide a guaranteed service. Cruz proposed this theory in two papers [8] , [12] . Le Boundec etc. complement deterministic network calculus in book [6] .
A. Traffic Control Scenario in HTB
In Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB) traffic control scenario, classification works on arrival packet based a specific packet portion. There are different type of classifications based on QoS type as IntServ/DiffServ. In IntServ, it will read 5-tuple portion, which is <src_ip, src_port, protocol, dst_ip, dst_port>, then do classification accordingly. In Differentiated Service (DiffServ), it may just read on part of its header. Unclassified packets will be sent hardware dequeue in best effort service manner. Policing function will drop packets those are out of profile. Two goals of scheduling are packet delay control and link sharing. Scheduling disciplines include first come first serve, priority scheduling, weighted fair queue and earliest deadline first. In HTB, nodes utilize buckets and tokens for bandwidth sharing. HTB system includes root class, interior class and leaf class as shown in Fig. 1 . Classes are descripted by assured rate (AR), ceil rate (CR), priority (P), quantum (Q) and level (L). Packets could be dequeued to output port only if there are available tokens in that corresponding leaf class. For each leaf class, if data rate exceeds AR and less than CR, while there are excess bandwidth from parent class, this class could "borrow" bandwidth from its parent. Quotation of borrow means this class do not need to return bandwidth until this resource is not needed, or in the other way, this borrowed resource will not be return even though borrower needs this bandwidth.
B. Classifying and Policing Model
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Arrival packets are classified into different classes. Suppose for a fluid model classifying will add a delay τ_c and its service curve is β c =δ τ_c , where τ_c varies based on computing power. In packetized model, it offers a service curve as,
where, l max is the maximum length of arriving packets.
If a traffic flow takes α(t) as arriving curve, its arriving curve is α(t)+l max 1 {t>0} after this classifying.
Traffic is policed after classification. Policing function makes sure that a flow do not exceed guaranteed service. Excess traffic may be dropped or sent to best effort path. Policing devices always buffered flows and leaks in guaranteed rate. A packetized shaper is a shaper that forms its output packets has a data rate r. Output flow of policing device is,
where, k is rate of data flow, T is interval and τ_d is packet delay and ⌊x｣ + is the floor of x.
In HTB scenario, traffic was served at AR from beginning, if traffic flow bit rate exceeds AR, policing criteria changes. For a packetized model, the output flow is,
where B is queue length which buffers traffic burst. ⨂ is minimum plus convolution,
Equ. (3.1) and Equ. (3.2) shows that HTB policing holds different criteria for different traffic load. When network load runs in a light load, it is a lossless system, while if it runs in a heavy load, it"s a loss system and policing drops packets exceed CR.
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C. FIFO Scheduling and Token Bucket Model
For a basic First Input First Output (FIFO) queuing, a leaky bucket model could be utilized to describe its traffic flow behavior. Service curve of fluid leaky bucket [13] model is,
R(t) B(t)
Ra(t)+B(t) Fig. 2 . Leaky bucket model with bandwidth borrowing mechanism in HTB.
In HTB scheduling, only leaf classes hold packet queue. In a leaf class, if data rate R(t) exceeds assured data rate R a (t) and less than ceil data rate R c (t), then this leaf class would borrow bandwidth from its parent class. Parent class could also borrow bandwidth from its parent too. If a parent class has more than one child class and all of them run out of bandwidth, parent would distribute its resource based on child class"s priority and quantum. The distribution method is,
where, P is priority of a class. HTB FIFO could be modelled as a leaky bucket model with a time varying leaky rate, as shown in Fig. 2 . Service curve of HTB scheduling model is,
where R(t) is real time data rate got from Equ. 
D. Service Curve of HTB Node
For a guaranteed service flow, a HTB node provides a service curve as Equ. (7) from Nodes Concatenation Theorem. Service curve of a concatenation system is the minimum plus convolution of its modules service curves in series.
( ) ⨂
In this discussion, all service curve is discussed in packet lossless scenario except policing. Affection of best service data flow to output hardware is not discussed.
III. DELAY ANALYSIS IN SDN PARADIGM
SDN OVS switch architecture as shown in Fig. 3 , network routing function is decoupled and moved to SDN controller. When a packet flows in from input interface, switch reads its MAC address to search for its matched output interface. If an output interface matched, packets will be switched directly into an output queue of that interface. However if failed matching, switch saves this received packet and sends packet head to its controller for next action, or send its whole packet to controller for forwarding. If controller failed to get its next hop, packets will be dropped.
In SDN networks, the control cycle service curve is, (8) where β ctl_0 is service curve of controller, β 2τ_link is service curve of link between controller and switch while it propagation and transmission delay is τ_ link .
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A. Service Curve of SDN Networks
When two queues work with a priority, higher priority flow with arriving curve as α 1 go through higher priority queue, while lower priority flow with arriving curve as α 2 goes through lower priority queue. Flow α 1 will get a service curve β 1 , while service curve for α 2 is, , -
where, [x] + is max[0, x]. Fig. 4 is a simple topology of SDN network. For a packet without flow table created and a highest priority, service curve is, (10) As for a lower priority, service curve is,
where, α i is arriving curves with a higher priority, τ link is transmission delay between links of hosts and switch. After a flow table created, service curves are,
, - If this SDN network takes a constant bit rate traffic as an input, its arriving curve is,
Vertical distance of arrival curve and system service curve is buffer size needed for a lossless transport, while horizontal distance is time delay.
IV. MININET EXPERIMENT DESIGN
A SDN network is realized on Mininet as shown in Fig. 4 . Switch realized is based on Open vSwitch (OVS) and a controller is realized as shown in Fig. 5 .
In this simulation, VMs are provisioned as host, switch and controller. OVS is an open source software implementation of switch that could be run on virtualized environments like VMs or hardware environments on some switches. OVS integrated openflow APIs to communicate with controllers. These APIs enables remote controller to update OVS address table, set firewalls etc. While "OVS and Mininet are fighting over traffic control queuing disciplines" [14] , queue settings are still can"t realized from controller. In this proposal, address tables are controlled by remote SDN controller, queue settings are done from OVS commands.
Parameters taken for Equ.15 and Equ.16 are shown in Table I . These parameters are set/acquired in SDN simulation. SDN packet delay is shown in Fig. 5(a,b,c) in red solid line, simulation delay is shown in blue stars, which show that SDN DNC analysis is conformant with Mininet simulations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, SDN DNC models for HTB QoS is created to curve HTB classification, policing, filtering, scheduling and FIFO queuing, models for SDN controller feedback cycle and switching are also created. In scheduling model, bandwidth borrowing mechanism is also discussed. All these models are tested with a constant bit rate stream in a one-controller one-switch topology on Mininet. Comparisons between simulation results and DNC results show that DNC models are conformant with Mininet simulations.
